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1. Introduction 

This report on engagement at Startup Europe events during 2018 falls under the Work 

Package 3– Access to Networks and Finance and is designed to address two of the major 

barriers encountered by start-ups in the CEE region: the shortage of networking 

opportunities and the difficulties in accessing finance from outside their local ecosystem. 

Activities in this work package include organisation and participation in key European 

networking events, organisation of workshops to provide knowledge on funding 

opportunities, the opportunity to be exposed to foreign funding suppliers, and the 

development of a new tool that will facilitate the application process of start-ups to funding 

programmes and providers. 

 

Accordingly, WP3 will address the two abovementioned main barriers by implementing the 

following actions: 

• Ensuring the role, attendance and visibility of the participating ecosystems at major 

start-up and tech event with the aim to guarantee the adaptation of the pan-

European approach and strengthen the integrity of the European start-up ecosystem; 

• Facilitating access to funding opportunities and connections to major European 

accelerators and investors; 

• Providing a better understanding of the advantages and challenges of procurement 

opportunities.  

 

The activities of WP3 have been designed to support the implementation of the Scale-Up 

Europe Manifesto recommendations in Slovenia, Romania and the Czech Republic in the 

‘Access to capital’ priority area.  

The Deliverable 3.1 covers MY-GATEWAY’s engagement in Startup OLÉ (Salamanca) held 

in April 2018, Web Summit (Lisbon) and Startup Europe Summit (Sofia) both held in 

November 2018, with the aim to assess the degree of involvement and overall participation 

of MY-GATEWAY ecosystems. By bringing a delegation of startups and ecosystem builders 

to represent its ecosystems in these events, MY-GATEWAY contributed in connecting them 

and promoting further collaborations, thus directly tackling their need to expand the network 

and encounter key stakeholders. 

At Startup OLÉ 2018, the delegation consisted of representatives of IRP, CI, SPHERIK and 6 

start-ups carefully selected by local partners. EM and SOA ensured a specific MY-GATEWAY 

session to introduce and promote CEE ecosystems. On the occasion of the Web Summit 

2018, MY-GATEWAY Partners selected 11 startups from the CEE region and provided them 

with tickets to participate in the event in Lisbon. Finally, 19 selected startups from the CEE 

and Western Balkans regions participated in Startup Europe Summit 2018 in Sofia. Once 

again, the awarded startups have been tendered the possibility to be part of the event after 

a selection procedure.  
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MY-GATEWAY has also ensured the participation of its Balkan Committee members in 

Startup OLÉ 2018 and the Startup Europe Summit in 2018, addressing the issue of increasing 

the connectivity and new opportunities for MY-GATEWAY ecosystems in the Western 

Balkans. 

3. Startup OLÉ 2018 

Startup OLÉ is a yearly international tech entrepreneurial event organised since 2014 (the 

first edition was organised under the name Startup Salamanca Hub). The event, held in 

Salamanca, Spain, connects Startups/scaleups and innovative SMEs with investors, 

accelerators, corporates, universities, public administrations and media from all over the 

world. In 2018, Startup OLÉ has become a benchmark event for the European and 

international tech entrepreneurial ecosystem.  

 

Supported by the European Commission’s initiative Startup Europe and the University of 

Salamanca, Startup OLÉ gathered for the fourth time in Salamanca top-notch actors of the 

international ecosystem. This tech event is now one of the most important in Spain and 

Europe thanks to the presence of 10.000 attendees, 500 Startups, 150+ corporations and 

institutions, 70 accelerators, 30+ media outlets, 20 universities and 80+ investors with an 

investment portfolio of over € 10 billion. Figure 1 below shows a summary of the figures 

reached in Startup OLÉ 2018. 

 

 

The  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Event report outlining the main figures hit during Startup OLÉ 2018 (nº of attendees, verticals, nº of Startups, 
countries represented, etc.) 
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success of Startup OLÉ 2018 has also been confirmed by the visit of Felipe VI, King of Spain, 

and Mr Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, President of the Portuguese Republic. Both leaders 

demonstrated their support and commitment to entrepreneurship and innovation by visiting 

part of the Startup Fair, where they could get a first-hand glimpse of some of its most 

innovative and disruptive projects and attend several pitches delivered by startups. Also, both 

His Majesty Felipe VI and Mr Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa encountered a group of investors and 

corporates to analyse the latest trends in entrepreneurship and innovation.  

3.1 MY-GATEWAY Activities at Startup OLÉ 2018 

3.1.1 CEE Area – Startup Fair 

MY-GATEWAY partners selected 6 startups from their ecosystems (Czech Republic, Romania 

and Slovenia) to attend the event. Startups were invited to showcase their products and 

services. To take advantage out of Startup OLÉ, ad hoc matchmaking and networking 

activities were organised for them. Startups regarded the experience to be highly beneficial: 

not only they grasped the chance to further explore the Western European ecosystem but 

also learnt from other fellow MY-GATEWAY startups’ entrepreneurship experiences.  

 

The following startups were selected by IRP, CI and SPHERIK: 

From Czech Republic: 

• ApuTime: It is a software for project management that makes working with projects 

fun thanks to attractive graphics and simple tools. 

From Romania: 

• Visitor Analytics: It makes website statistics easier to understand. The friendliest way 

to view your website statistics. 

• Wello: Nutrition platform for children battling obesity. 

• Smartan.ai: Is a tool for small and medium sized publishers that aggregates content 

performance stats from all digital platforms. 

https://www.aputime.com/
http://visitor-analytics.io/
http://www.wello.ai/
https://smartan.ai/
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In succession, figures 2, 3 and 4, portray some of the startups and their stands. 

 

 

Figure 2. Aputime presenting their software at Startup OLÉ 2018 

Figure 3. Wello and their innovative nutrition platform at Startup OLÉ 2018 
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From Slovenia 

• Movalyse: Through their problem-analysis, they developed an efficient self-cancelling 

turn signal system. 

• Chipolo: A smart device that can help people find their belongings. 

MY-GATEWAY partners ensured online visibility of the selected startups by introducing them 

via Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin. For this occasion, we prepared interviews available on 

MY-GATEWAY’s Youtube channel1 where startups share their experience and benefits from 

Startup Ole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
1 MY-GATEWAY Youtube channel: https://bit.ly/2R8iCS0 

Figure 2. Chipolo and their device at Startup OLÉ 2018 

Figure 5. MY-GATEWAY Instagram posts publicizing Startup OLÉ 2018 

http://www.safer-turn.com/
https://chipolo.net/
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Moreover, MY-GATEWAY ensured the presence of the Balkan Committee members, well 

represented this time by Sara Lerota from Spark from Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

 

3.1.2 MY-GATEWAY Special Session: Panel discussion 

MY-GATEWAY was invited to run a dedicated panel on the project, under the title 

“Connecting Central Eastern Europe and the Balkans to the Leading Startup Hubs” on April 

the 18th at the main stage. The consortium explained the objectives of the project in detail, 

highlighting the great-unspoilt resources and opportunities that CEE countries offer.  

Figure 6. From left to right: Frosina Ilievska (EM) Krisztina Toth (EM), and Sara Lerota 
(Spark) at Startup OLÉ 2018 
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Figure 7. From right to left: Krisztina Toth (EM), Alena Fricova (CI), Matej Rus (IRP), Diana Rusu (Spherik), Sara 

Lerota (Spark) at Startup OLÉ 2018 

 
 

3.1.3 Connecting CEE Ecosystems 

Startup OLÉ made sure representatives of the consortium had a significant presence in core 

networking activities such as the Investor forum, the VIP Breakfast and the Networking 

cocktails to maximize the opportunity of interaction between the different ecosystems 

present at the fair. 

Figure 8. Announcement of the panel led by MY-GATEWAY at Startup OLÉ 2018 
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Figure 9. VIP Breakfast at Startup OLÉ 2018 

 

3.2 Lessons learned and suggestions for improvement 

Even if MY-GATEWAY arouse the curiosity of many of the attendees, who described the 

project as one of ‘most interesting initiatives at Startup OLÉ’, the interactions between 

startups brought by the consortium, and the Investors and Accelerators present at the fair, 

did not reach the optimum number estimated at the beginning. In order to improve the 

number of meetings and highlight the opportunities to invest in the CEE Region, some 

effective measures should take place in the next edition of Startup OLÉ in 2019, such as: 

attendance in the English-Speaking Investor Forum, stronger visibility for CEE startups 

through tailored activities, curated meetings and participation in pitching competitions, 

higher visibility in the fair and improvement of the website by including specific sections 

publicizing the event.  
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4.  Web Summit 2018 

Web Summit is the largest tech conference in the world and is always a complete success. 

Like every year, the organizers expected to gather in Lisbon over 70.000 attendees, 1.200 

speakers and 170 countries for three full days of networking and doing business. Web Summit 

also gathers the entire investor ecosystem, from big Investment Funds to the most relevant 

angels and venture investors, as well as over 2,500 international media outlets. Here, 

Startups have many opportunities to gain exposure, such as networking, pitching their 

business and participating in panels, among others.  

4.1 CEE Startups at Web Summit 2018 

As part of its aim of connecting CEE ecosystems with the leading startup hubs, and providing 

them with the right connections throughout Europe and the World, MY-GATEWAY 

consortium selected 11 Startups and provided them with tickets for the event (see section 

‘4.2 Startup selection process’ below). In addition, with the objective of maximizing the 

opportunities and profits from the biggest tech conference in the world, MY-GATEWAY also 

developed a full side-agenda to provide selected Startups with the right tools to profit from 

the event, to inform them about opportunities brought by the European Commission and to 

connect them with the most relevant actors and attendees.  

4.2 Startup selection process 

Startups were selected by launching a call through F6S platform and tickets were offered to 

winners. F6S is a global online community of tech startups, entrepreneurs and startup 

programmes. It currently hosts over a million tech founders and 800k Startups2. Thanks to 

the high density of tech startups and entrepreneurs, and to the fact that it allows startup 

programmes to evaluate applications in a collaborative and time-efficient manner, MY-

GATEWAY consortium decided to use F6S with the aim of reaching as many CEE Startups as 

possible and to involve CEE consortium partners in the evaluation process.  

The F6S call was launched in mid-June 2018 and properly disseminated through social media, 

our newsletter, the Startup Europe Club, MY-GATEWAY and the partners’ websites (see 

figures 9, 10 and 11 below). 

 

                                                             
2 https://www.f6s.com/f6s  

https://www.f6s.com/f6s
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Figure 11. Image of MY-GATEWAY’s blog publicising the call for Startups to attend Web Summit 2018 

  

 

Figure 10. MY-GATEWAY post announcing the call for Startups to attend the 
Web Summit 2018 
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The call was opened on the 15th of June 2018 and, thanks to the dissemination strategy, which 

all partners endorsed, and the will to increase the outreach of the opportunities brought to 

CEE Startups, it remained open until 27th July, extending the deadline one extra week to 

maximize the possibility for startups to apply. 

 

The total number of applications reached 33, although 67.7% were finished. In order to select 

CEE Startups with the right metrics, project and go-to-market strategy (and therefore able 

to truly profit from Web Summit), MY-GATEWAY consortium developed an application form 

designed to assess the stage and potential of each startup. In the application form, applicants 

were required to provide information on:  

1. Website, location and year of foundation 

2. Team: number of founders/co-founders and employees (including brief 

bio/description of the founders) 

3. Tagline: brief description of the service provided 

4. What is different in the product/service  

5. Funding: total raised and origin (VCs, Angel investors, three Fs, etc.) 

6. Development phase of the product/service (based on the Technology Readiness Level 

– TRL) 

7. Business model (B2B, B2C, B2G, C2C, etc.) 

8. Main industry  

Figure 12. Image of the newsletter sent by Startup Olé and disseminating the call for startups to 
attend Web Summit 2018 
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9. Vertical  

10. Investment received so far 

11. Sales  

12. Main motivation for attending Web Summit 

13. Pitch deck (this was used for assessing the go-to-market strategy, viability of the 

projects, etc.)  

 

In addition to the above-mentioned list, partners agreed to take into consideration the 

following:  

• Projects in idea stage would not be taken into consideration (at least a prototype 

would be required) 

• Relevance for MY-GATEWAY activities 

 

Once the call was closed and all information was uploaded, Europa Media, Startup Olé 

Accelerator, and Hugin and Munin carried out a first evaluation round and invited partners 

from CEE countries to assess and evaluate the applicants following a numeric voting system 

from 0 to 100. Finally, the 11 selected startups were contacted and informed about the 

successful outcome. Table 1 below contains a summary of the startups selected for Web 

Summit, their city and country of origin, vertical and webpage. 

 

Table 1. Startups selected for Web Summit 2018 

NAME OF 

STARTUP 

WEBSITE STAGE SECTOR COUNTRY 

(CITY) 

bFertile www.bfertile.com Growth MedTech/FinTech Slovenia 

(Ljubljana) 

Spendee www.spendee.com Growth FinTech Czech 

Republic 

(Prague) 

Smart 

Optometry 

www.smart-

optometry.com 
Seed MedTech Slovenia 

(Idrija) 

Settlemint www.settlemint.com Growth FinTech Belgium 

(Leuven) 

FinqWare www.finqware.com MVP FinTech Romania 

(Bucharest) 

Felicity https://felicity.tools/ 

 
MVP Smart Cities Hungary 

(Budapest) 

Silent Call www.tichalinka.cz Growth Silent Call Czech 

Republic 

(Ostrava) 

http://www.bfertile.com/
http://www.spendee.com/
http://www.smart-optometry.com/
http://www.smart-optometry.com/
http://www.settlemint.com/
http://www.finqware.com/
https://felicity.tools/
http://www.tichalinka.cz/
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Paybilla www.paybilla.com Seed FinTech Romania 

(Bucharest) 

ROI Hunter www.roihunter.com Growth Big Data Czech 

Republic 

(Brno) 

bstoked https://bstoked.net/ Seed TravelTech Slovenia 

(Ljubljana) 

 

 

 

 

 

MY-GATEWAY assured proper visibility to all the selected startups both before the event, by 

posting their names on all our social media platforms (see picture 13 below) and after the Web 

Summit, by sharing interviews H&H prepared. MY-GATEWAY is regularly sharing videos of 

these interviews on all its channels, two of them are already available on Youtube: bFertile 

and bstocked. 

 

Figure 13. The Facebook post through which MY-GATEWAY shared the names of the 10 startups 
who participated in the Web Summit 

http://www.paybilla.com/
http://www.roihunter.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InfuJC43kVY&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1mhpMm7TaKlzdfq-wCd3VdXbJM0Ehyt5iUKQtO2PmrD4-bRLAYD-q_x4E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-e8HJ5_xUo&t=1s&fbclid=IwAR2R7breZxcB_OwIpN5wke9M9CC0XXuSX7Tdjx0nSJvMX0IYADT5FhUQdgc
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4.3 Side Events Agenda  

Apart from providing the selected startups with tickets for the Web Summit 2018 event, 

several side activities, (see table 2),  were organized together with our sister project Startup 

Lighthouse with the aim of increasing the networking opportunities among our 9 attendees 

from MY-GATWEY consortium , 11 startups selected by MY-GATEWAY project and 15 

startups from “Startup Lighthouse” project. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Announcement of the winning startups for WebSummit on MY-GATEWAY Instagram 
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Table 2. MY-GATEWAY side events agenda at Web Summit 2018 

DAY & TIME EVENT & LOCATION REMARKS 

MONDAY 5 NOV.  

15:30 – 17:00  

Briefing session for startups  

Reitoria da Universidade Nova de 

Lisboa, Campus de Campolide 

1099-085, Lisbon  

Guidelines for better profiting 

from Web Summit will be 

delivered  

Discussion of logistic issues 

(meeting point in the venue, 

schedule of brief meetings to 

check your impressions, questions, 

etc.)  

MONDAY 5 NOV.  

18:00 – 20:00  

Startup Europe Deep Tech 

Workshop  

Reitoria da Universidade Nova de 

Lisboa, Campus de Campolide 

1099-085, Lisbon  

Presentation of calls launched by 

the European Commission for 

associations and Startups on these 

fields  

Presentation of organisations that 

are actively looking to include 

Startups in their proposals and 

bring the Commission closer to the 

agile innovators  

Event is free, but registration is 

needed. Link for registration 

 

MONDAY 5 NOV. 

18:00 – 20:00 

Web Summit Opening Night 

Web  Summit  Venue,  Centre 

Stage,   Parque   das   Nacioes,  

Lisbon 

For   Startups   that   are   not 

joining Deep Tech Workshop 

 

Kick-off     activity     of     Web 

Summit ’18 

 

Check Web Summit agenda for 

details 

MONDAY 5 NOV. (night) 20:00  My-Gateway 

meetup/informal drinks 

 

Place ( pub) and exact 

time: TBD 

This will take place in 

conjunction with Web Summit 

activity: Night Summit 

 

You will also be able to meet 

members and Startups from 

other H2020 projects such as  

Access2Europe and Startup  

Lighthouse 

TUESDAY 6 NOV. 

18:00 – 19:30 

Visit to Beta-I incubator 

 

Beta-I h e a d q u a r t e r s , 

Avenida Casal Ribeiro 18, 

Lisbon 

You will get to know Beta-I 

premises and important actors 

of the Portuguese ecosystem 

 

 

WEDNESDAY 7 NOV. 

19:30   –   03:00   am (8 Nov.) 

European Startup & Scaleup 

Night 

 

Ministerium Club, 72 Praça do 

Comércio 1100-016 Lisbon 

Networking and tactical tips 

from scaleups on how to grow 

and go global 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/startup-europe-deep-tech-workshop-web-summit-tickets-49952630663#listing-organizer
https://websummit.com/venue-map
https://websummit.com/venue-map
https://websummit.com/schedule?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTldNelkyUTVOR0l6WkRnNSIsInQiOiJ4cW5OaXc2RnBKd1FjSVJrYmU3aTdVd3VISlE5aXUzTDZvZ3U0Zko3YkJaZ1NzNXlhT2JhUnBaQUpZN1FzdlQzeThHaWduekszcGtrMHBmQmQ1Q1ZVZHlDd3Z2eXd0UXZOVTVzTWo1d1NqdUo3NFgxU0xXcjB6SUk2OWhQWjVuSiJ9
https://websummit.com/schedule?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTldNelkyUTVOR0l6WkRnNSIsInQiOiJ4cW5OaXc2RnBKd1FjSVJrYmU3aTdVd3VISlE5aXUzTDZvZ3U0Zko3YkJaZ1NzNXlhT2JhUnBaQUpZN1FzdlQzeThHaWduekszcGtrMHBmQmQ1Q1ZVZHlDd3Z2eXd0UXZOVTVzTWo1d1NqdUo3NFgxU0xXcjB6SUk2OWhQWjVuSiJ9
https://access2europe.org/
http://startupeuropeclub.eu/startuplighthouse/
http://startupeuropeclub.eu/startuplighthouse/
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Figure 15. Krisztina Toth – MY-GATEWAY and Kate Hogan - Startup Lighthouse, introducing Web Summit 2018 
and the Side Events agenda to the Startups 

Figure 16. Maximiliano Dragoni, one of the speakers at the deep tech talk, a side event of Web Summit 2018 
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Figure 17. Members of the audience at the deep tech talk, a side event of Web Summit 2018 

Figure 18. Members of MY-GATEWAY, Startup Lighthouse and some of the invited startups inside Web 
Summit 2018 
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4.4 Lessons learned and suggestions for improvement 

Due to an improved methodology applied to the selection process of the startups that were 

brought by MY-GATEWAY to Web Summit, the results show significant improvements 

beyond the expectations. The average number of meetings between startups and investors 

were 10 and an average of 40% of them were prearranged before attending the summit. MY-

GATEWAY partners were always involved in Web Summit: they accompanied the selected 

startups, supported their access to key contacts, registered them in side events, and 

facilitated meetings with investors to boost their participation. This combination of high 

profile startups plus the added value of MY-GATEWAY partners as facilitators, has proven as 

a winning formula to be repeated in future events. The side events were also a great success 

among the startups, as positive feedback show, with special attention to the visit to Beta-I 

Incubator.  

 

On the downside, startups were asking for guidelines and help on how to meet better 

investors, especially upon realising the sheer size of Web Summit, which many startups found 

quite overwhelming. Therefore, guidelines should be indeed offered to all future startups 

attending MY-GATEWAY events, and recommendations to investors in our circle. Curated 

matchmaking between them and our startups should be discussed among the partners and a 

way of action strategically devised.  

Figure 19. Side Events at Web Summit 2018 organized by Startups.be 
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5. Startup Europe Summit 2018 

The Startup Europe Summit is the Europe's annual event with innovators, investors and 

policy makers. The Summit, which this year was held in Sofia and focussed on the Central and 

Eastern European regions as well as the Western Balkans, gathered more than 500 

representatives of the European entrepreneurial ecosystem spanning from investors, CEOs 

and accelerators to European authorities and technological journalists. MY-GATEWAY gave 

the opportunity to 19 startups to take part in the event, gain exposure and create cross-

border connections with startups and investors coming from CEE and Western Balkans 

ecosystems. Startup ecosystem leaders of the CEE and Western Balkans region (some of 

them partners of MY-GATEWAY) were also involved in the Summit and, on this special 

occasion, signed the Joint Declaration on ‘Reinforcing the Tech Entrepreneurship 

Ecosystems in the Central and Eastern European and Western Balkan Regions’. 

 

It is worth mentioning that several political leaders participated in the event, such as the 

Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic, the Prime Minister of FYROM Zoran Zaev, the 

Montenegrin Prime Minister Dusko Markovic and the Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko 

Borissov. Furthermore, the Commissioner for Digital Economy and Society Mariya Gabriel 

was present, conferring to the Summit a strong political report.  

Figure 20. Krisztina Toth (EM) on the main stage at the Startup Europe Summit 2018 
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5.1 Startup selection process 

An open call was launched on the 22nd of October to all the startups willing to attend the 

Startup Europe Summit in Sofia on the 15th of November. The process closed on the 29th of 

October and the partners made their recommendations by the 31st October. The call was a 

success and we received 43 applications, out of which we choose 19 with the idea of bringing 

approximately two startups per country, taking in account all the CEE countries and all the 

Western Balkan countries due the importance of the Startup Europe Summit for these 

regions. 

 

With this event, startups from CEE and WB countries had the opportunity to gain visibility 

and, overall, the event was successful. Startups had an average of 20 meetings, and among 

them several with investors, and they could hear in person about the new plans and 

programmes of Startup Europe for the region, which will affect them greatly in the near 

future.  

 

 

Figure 21. Call for startups to attend Startup Europe Summit 2018 
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                                 Table 3. List of selected Startups at the Startup Europe Summit 2018 

 

 

5.2 Joint Declaration: Startup Europe Central Eastern European (CEE) 

Network and Startup Europe Western Balkan (WB) Network 

The Startup Europe Summit has certainly left a mark: two initiatives, namely, the Startup 

Europe Central Eastern European (CEE) Network and Startup Europe Western Balkan (WB) 

Network, have been launched to inspire startup ecosystems in CEE and WB towards 

becoming the leading startup hubs of tomorrow. By signing the Joint Declaration, 7 countries 

from the CEE (Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia) and 

6 countries from the WB (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo3, Montenegro, Serbia and 

The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) committed themselves to creating  these two 

sustainable networks, through promoting active collaboration between the regions’ key tech 

entrepreneurship players, and providing startups with expertise and opportunities. By 

forging these far-reaching networks, the outcomes of MY-GATEWAY’s commitment went 

further than the expectations and created great synergies between the CEE and WB Regions.  

                                                             
3 This designation is without prejudice to positions on status and is in line with UNSCR 1244/99 and the ICJ 

Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence. 
 

Company Country Company Country 

Mimirium Bulgaria Macedonian 

Honey 

Macedonia 

Sea 

Harmony 

Bulgaria Pixyle Macedonia 

Oscar 

Senior 

Czech 

Republic  

CouchCoach Serbia  

Data4You Czech 

Republic  

Wibbly 

Wobbly 

Serbia  

DroneIQ Hungary TeleportHQ Romania  

Uhura 

Solutions 

Montenegro iFactor Romania  

The Badger Montenegro TransMogul Albania 

Formon Kosovo Pragmatic Albania 

Labbox Kosovo E.V.A.N.S. Slovenia 

Sky Tonic Poland  
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5.3 Lessons learned and suggestions for improvement in 2019 

The overall response from the startups was, in their own words, very satisfactory. They 

appreciated the opportunity for networking with the main actors of the ecosystem. On the 

other hand, for MY-GATEWAY it was vital to have startups present as witnesses, and for the 

partners to be there, being a fundamental force behind the plans of Startup Europe for the 

Area. MY-GATEWAY partners took part in several panels during the Summit and run a 

workshop on the ‘Next steps of the Startup Europe CEE and Startup Europe Western Balkans 

network’.  

 

On the other hand, the nature of the event kept the startups completely out of the highlights, 

describing the Summit as too political, with a marginal presence of the startups. Some of 

their suggestions that could be taken on board would be: the creation of a club or community 

of people who already participated in the summit to network with, an app for matchmaking, 

more meetings and speed dating or elevator pitches (5-10 minutes) should be available. 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Members of the Consortium played a key role at Startup Europe Summit 2018 
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6. Conclusions 

Bringing a total of 36 Startups in 2018 to one of the fastest growing entrepreneurial events in 

Europe first, to one of the most international and consolidated tech fairs in the world 

subsequently and finishing the journey into the heart of the main Startup Europe event of 

2018, has proven to be challenging but truly worth it. On top of that, MY-GATEWAY 

guaranteed the participation and full involvement of its partners and the Balkan Committee 

members in the events.  

 

The success of this first year will become a benchmark for future editions. The experiences 

collected and connecting CEE, Western European ecosystems as well as the Western Balkans 

will create the guidelines on which other startups belonging to the CEE area will benefit from. 

The bridge between these three different ecosystems is already under construction and with 

our experience on the table, the prospects of concrete deals and actions during the following 

year, 2019, will create greater opportunities and synergies within the ecosystems and 

beyond.  

 

MY-GATEWAY will continue to cooperate and work with the 36 startups that attended the 

events described in this report and will invited them for future ones. Moreover in 2019, the 

startups will be invited to the trainings and courses that will be offered within the framework 

of the project. In addition to this the consortium will track the performance of the startups to 

have an insight of their development on regional and EU level.    

 

By fostering the connections between the startups and ecosystem players the CEE 

ecosystems will be brought closer to the European Community as a whole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


